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The ROSAT HRI Data set on IC 4296 has been reduced and analysed.
A draft paper on the small-scale structure of x-ray emission and its relation
to the radio emission has been written. Mackie left the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory in September 1997 and in January 1998 he joined the
staff at Carter Observatory, New Zealand. Mackie is currently (May 1998)
upgrading computer software at Carter to run IRAF-PROS and XSPEC x-
ray software packages in order to reduce and analyze archival ROSAT PSPC
data on IC 4296. The PSPC results are needed to investigate the hot gas
temperature and abundance properties that will be used in conjunction with
the radio jet properties to determine the hydrodynamical interaction status
of IC 4296, and finalize the results of a research paper.
